Czech Republican and Japan, ever closer

Leaders share their insights on Czech-Japan relations.

“Czechia and Japan have never been closer. We shared this view with Foreign Minister Toshimi
Makino on February 10, 2023, when we met on the sidelines of this year’s G7
Summit. We are honored by the fact that our relationship is stronger than ever before.

— Jan Lipavský, Minister of Foreign Affairs of the Czech Republic

The Czech and Slovak markets.

Wikilook sees limitless possibilities

Czech Republic to the Czech Republic

We are valuable partners that
have 107 Japanese manufac-
turing companies in the
Czech Republic. By far, we
are the most successful in attract-
ing Japanese investment in
the manufacturing sector per capita in Europe. Our ef-
torts today are directed at pursuing
high-value-added projects, such
as research and development.

— Ondrej Votruba, Executive
Director for Foreign Invest-
ment

Click on the links to read more:
Message from Czech Foreign
Minister Jan Lipavský
Interview with Ambassador Hidde
More insights on Czech-Japan
relations:
JAPANESE EMBASSY
www.patriot4.cz/tyracorn

Hidde Suzuki, Ambassador of Japan
to the Czech Republic

Rosenthal

Czech agrochemical manu-
facturers. About 60% to
70% of our total turnover is
based on the Japanese origi-
nal product,” he added.

“Often, chemical prod-
ucts are necessary to protect
the crops and the ecosystems
are safe and effective. Thanks
to the collaboration of the
Czech Republic and Japan, we
are able to provide consumers
with high-quality products. We
are proud to be part of this
innovative and sustainable
partnership.”

— Daniel Pribis, President of Sumi Agro Czech
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Any content limitations?

Zoner Photo Studio X is a powerful tool that allows
users to manage and add a large number of images
at high speed, search and browse lightly, and process
photos with a variety of editing functions.

With support for RAW data and nondestructive
editing of JPEG images, the software is a great photo
managing tool with layers. Its top feature is Zonerama, an
unlimited web gallery where users can create, edit, organize, password-protect and share
galleries with their own custom galleries with no compression, no limits and no commercials.
Upload-
ing images directly from Zoner Photo Studio X is easy
and convenient.

www.zoner.com

Czech Republic

Zoner brings you Zoner Photo Studio X

The Czech Republic is a strong ally in tackling
the global challenges we face today. Today, Japan and Czech
Republic are strong allies in tackling
critically important issues such as energy-saving
measures.

“Today, Japan and Czech
Republic are strong allies in
tackling critically important
issues such as energy-saving
measures.

— Hideo Suzuki, Ambassador of Japan

in Asia,” Bártek said.

“Wikilook exhibits at events like Rose Hong
Kong, the Singapore Fin-
Tech Festival and Tech In
New Delhi, India, allows
Wikilook to open doors to key regions
in Asia,” Bártek said.

“Our unique position-out-
sourcing between Czech
Republic and Japan with
subsidies in Prague,
Czech Republic, Chiang
Mai, Thailand, Riga,
Estonia and Delhi, India,
allows Wikilook to open
doors to key regions in
Asia,” Bártek said.
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